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What is a Leading Edge Project? 

A Leading Edge Project is a personal project that aligns with the student's intellectual interests, 

intended major, or other talents, has a positive impact on others, and demonstrates key character 

traits that colleges are looking for, such as leadership, initiative, creativity, teamwork, problem solving, 

and intellectual curiosity.  

Why is a Leading Edge Project important? 

The purpose of such a project is to give an admission officer a reason to accept your teen over all the 

other applicants who appear equally qualified.  Many students choose to highlight their projects in 

their college admission essays, scholarship applications and résumés. 

Admission officers review mountains of applications; unfortunately, they usually find the same grades, 

clubs, awards and extracurriculars that they’ve seen in thousands of them.   

How will a Leading Edge Project help your teen get admitted to his or her dream 

college? 

A Leading Edge Project showcases your teen’s interests, talents, initiative, and impact, and makes their 

application memorable.   

A project that involves others as committee or team members, shows the student’s ability to lead and 

inspire others, and the student’s commitment to a cause, specific issue, or special outcome.  In addition, 

the project and committee work demonstrate how the student cooperates with others and that he or 

she can make a contribution to the college community.  

Will you help my teen come up with a project idea? 

Barb begins by helping your teen brainstorm an activity that matches your teen’s unique situation and 

goals. The idea for the project should come from the student’s interests. Students of all abilities can 

create Leading Edge Projects, including students with learning differences.  

Does the Leading Edge Project require a large time commitment? 

The development of a project takes 10 hours of the consultant’s planning time: time spent in 

consultation with the student, time spent by Barb on calls to her contacts on behalf of the student, and 

time spent on PR.  The goal is to get the project plan on paper as quickly as possible so the student can 

implement the project with the support of his/her family. (Additional hours will be billed at the 

consultant’s hourly rate.) 

The rest is up to the student in terms of how much time to devote to this activity.  The length of the 

project and the time spent on the project depends on the student’s goals. Most student-initiated 
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projects can produce an observable and measurable result over a 12-week period.  The scale and 

success of the project, of course, are the student’s responsibility.   

What’s the parent’s role? 

Projects that have the most impact are the ones supported by the student’s family.  Parents are 

welcome to assist with brainstorming, tapping their connections, maintaining healthy schedules for 

project time and other responsibilities, encouraging their teen when there is a setback,  and celebrating 

the achievement of each small milestone. However, this is your teen’s project, and the bulk of the work 

should be done by the student.  

When is the best time to start a Leading Edge Project? 

As early as possible! 

By starting project planning early, students can go at their own pace. Ideally, students should do project 

planning in 9th and 10th grade because colleges love to see student engagement over a long period of 

time.  However, even 12th graders can create projects to make their applications stand out. 

The goal of a Leading Edge Project is for teens to leave a legacy of community or global involvement by 

actively supporting local and national organizations on issues that matter to them. By engaging other 

students in your leadership team, you ensure that the project will carry on and expand after you 

graduate.   

Are there any additional expenses? 

Barb recommends that your teen develop a website to create a digital footprint for the Leading Edge 

Project. College admission officers often check out a student’s website; many colleges include a place on 

their Common App Questions page to list it.  If you choose to hire someone to create the website, and 

to host the website, those costs are not included in the project development. 


